ALLOCATING PUPILS TO CLASSES AND GROUPS/REMIXING OF GROUPS NURSERY & PRIMARY

Following the General rules of the Europeans Schools, the Director of the school is responsible for the allocation of the pupils to classes.

When there are two or more classes per level in language section, the rule is that pupils on the same level in the same language section are mixed:

• After nursery
• After the 3rd primary class
• After the 5th primary class

Unless the Director, after discussion in the management council, decides otherwise. Classes may also be remixed at other levels, if needed.

The class teachers prepare the new classes with the help of other teachers who know the pupils concerned. The other school members can be asked for their opinion as well (psychologist, support coordinator, educational coordinator).

THE POSITION OF THE CLASS COUNCIL IS NOT BINDING FOR THE DIRECTION IN ITS FINAL DECISION.

Different pedagogical criteria are taken into consideration by the school, in order to ensure well-balanced classes (gender, pupils with learning difficulties and disabilities, pupils under educational support, pupils with behavior difficulties).

The parents’ point of view is not taken into consideration.

The parents will be informed on the new lists of classes in July before the school holidays.
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